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Abstract


1. Introduction

In 2014, Isabel Gómez-Acebo identified Greek novels as an influence on *Susanna*, briefly exploring *Callirhoe* as the first example of such literary influence.² She writes that “Callirhoe, a woman of great beauty, is unjustly accused of adultery (*Chaereas* 1.2.6), and before her punishment she is unclothed (*Chaereas* 1.13.14) before many people, who admire her beauty. Her rejected lovers plot that she be punished by death.”³ These motifs or elements are shared with *Susanna*, yet there is a difficulty in ascribing any interdependence or textual relationship between these works, especially as *Susanna* was composed perhaps a century or more prior to *Callirhoe*.⁴ Only by the end of the 1st century CE would these works have occupied the same literary world. By this time, these texts occupied proximate or even the same literary environment, being read and circulated within a network of elite and literate readers.⁵ Regarding such literate circles, Robyn Faith Walsh writes that, “Greek and Roman authors routinely describe themselves writing within (and for) literary networks of fellow writers – a competitive field of educated peers and associated literate specialists who engaged in discussion, interpretation, and the circulation of their works. These networks could include learned individuals from a variety of social backgrounds, but each member possessed the necessary training and the technical means for producing or publishing various forms of writing. Each was also bound by certain expectations and conventions of training, reading, composition, and literary exchange; while capable of innovation, they were
still beholden to the dictates of genre, citation, and allusion in order to demonstrate knowledge of and engagement with other works within their literary field.”⁶

While Callirhoe is identified as a “romance”, Susanna has been classified in many ways, variously suggested as belonging to the categories of “criminal novellas, fables, legal legends, folktales, and wisdom instructional narratives,”⁷ with most revolving around the conception that the text was written to serve as didactic instruction, theological interpretation and entertainment.⁸ Recently, Michael Fontaine has suggested that Susanna may be a “Jewish Comedy,” akin to Greek New Comedy.⁹ Clearly Susanna may be variously understood, and I am particularly interested in how it might be viewed as either midrashic or didactic regarding the law, especially law around adultery.

This article offers a comparative reading of Susanna and Callirhoe. This reading draws from feminist approaches within biblical scholarship that examine how the female body is a space of patriarchal control, and how ancient authors manipulated women’s bodily expression towards their own ends. In the following, I will adopt Cheryl Exum’s questions: “what androcentric interests do these texts serve? What encoded messages do these texts give women about gender roles and expectations?”¹⁰ In the following and in brief, my argument is that we should reflect on the intentions that underpin the use of women’s bodies in Susanna and Callirhoe, and the ways in which they present a view of justice through such utilisation. The following analysis suggests that the similarities between these texts demonstrates shared approaches to composition and storytelling amongst literate circles in the ancient Mediterranean, writing in Greek.¹¹ Susanna and Callirhoe are both participants in this network, each offering readers various levels of engagement, depending on their ability to recognise elements interwoven in each narrative.¹² A key element shared between these texts is their engagement with aspects of law and legal proceedings, and particularly how female bodies are exposed and controlled. I will first discuss these features in Callirhoe, establishing a pattern for the utilisation of a woman’s body in a later and longer novel, both to engage with then contemporary legal theory, and also to establish a key element of the emerging novel. I will then turn to Susanna, which prefigures many of these same features, demonstrating an elite interest in such utilisation of women’s bodies across ancient Mediterranean literary networks. The following is intended as a starting point for further analysis around these questions for various ancient works across cultural boundaries.
2. The Exposure of the Female Body, Courtrooms and Law in *Callirhoe*

Chariton’s *Callirhoe* is the earliest known of the Greek romance novels. The work was likely composed around the mid-to late-1st century CE, its storyline principally concerning two prominent and exceedingly attractive protagonists, the eponymous Callirhoe, and her soon-to-be husband Chaereas. They are children of rival families, but, after becoming smitten with one another, their respective fathers become persuaded that such a marriage is fated. They are swiftly married, much to the annoyance of Callirhoe’s many suitors. These suitors get together and plot to convince Chaereas that Callirhoe is being unfaithful in order to dissolve their marriage. Among the identified are “the prince of Rhegium” (οἱ ὦς τοῦ Ῥηγίνων τυράννου, *Chaereas* 1.2.2) who calls upon his fellow “kings” (βασιλέων, *Chaereas* 1.2.3) to somehow exact revenge upon Chaereas. He is followed by “the ruler of Acragas” (ὁ Ἀκραγαντίνων τύραννος, *Chaereas* 1.2.4) who suggests that they should use cunning to achieve their ends. Callirhoe’s suitors attempt to arose Chaereas’ suspicions by leaving garlands, half-burned torches and traces of wine and perfume (*Chaereas* 1.3.2). This subterfuge works initially. Chaereas, arriving back to his home after a time away, thinks that Callirhoe has been partying with other men. This suspicion does not survive contact with Callirhoe, and the conspirators’ first plot is soon undone. Following this failure, the conspirators then resort to employing two others, the first to get close to Callirhoe via one of her slaves (θεραπαινίδων, *Chaereas* 1.4.1), the second to waylay Chaereas and feed him a story about Callirhoe’s infidelity (1.4.6). Rather than publicly charge Callirhoe, Chaereas aims to catch her in the act. In some confusion, Chaereas assaults Callirhoe, kicking her violently. She collapses and Chaereas believes that he has killed her. After learning the truth of the whole evening by torturing Callirhoe’s slaves, Chaereas is put on trial for the murder of Callirhoe.

Callirhoe is buried in an elaborate funeral, but a pirate discovers she is alive while robbing her tomb and takes her aboard his vessel, only to sell her off as a slave to Dionysius. These events are covered in the first of eight books. The rest of the narrative involves Dionysius’ love for Callirhoe and his marriage to her after it is discovered that she is pregnant. Dionysius believes that this is his child but really it is Chaereas. The pirate is captured and reveals what has happened, at which point Chaereas goes to find Callirhoe. Further intrigue happens, the protagonists make their way to Babylon, more charges of adultery are brought about by Dionysius, as every man, even the king of Babylon, is infatuated with Callirhoe. Chaereas and
Callirhoe are reunited, Callirhoe abandons her son to Dionysius’ care, allowing him to continue to believe that the child is his. For the sake of this article, most of the relevant points of discussion take place in Book One.

2.1 Exposure of the Female Body in Callirhoe

As already stated, Callirhoe is described as a very attractive woman (e.g., Chaereas 1.1.2).\textsuperscript{15} Katharine Haynes writes that “the force of Kallirhoe’s beauty is such that all men wish to possess her, yet this attraction is something she neither wishes for nor is able to control.”\textsuperscript{16} Callirhoe simply exudes attractiveness. Not only do other characters find Callirhoe an object of desire, but she is also framed to readers like this.\textsuperscript{17} Like Susanna, Callirhoe is objectified via a bathing scene (Chaereas 2.2.2). Callirhoe is bathed by the countrywomen and described like a deity; Chariton writes that “her skin gleamed white, shinning just like a shimmering surface,” and later, a woman says to Callirhoe that “when you see Aphrodite you will think you are looking at a picture of yourself” (Chaereas 2.2.2, 6).\textsuperscript{18} Indeed, Callirhoe even advances her honour via her sexuality. She consistently steps outside of gender norms and utilises her desirability to defend her own interests.\textsuperscript{19}

Not only is Callirhoe’s appearance particularly important for the novel, but it is also essential to note that she is put on display for the audience by Chariton, and at times, various characters throughout the work. According to Saundra Schwartz, \textit{Callirhoe} follows a stereotypical “bedroom showdown” wherein the adulterers are discovered by the spurned husband, entrapped and exposed.\textsuperscript{20} This element of public exposure is usually focussed on the woman and seeks to reassert social norms by revealing private affairs. To achieve this reassertion, women are frequently portrayed as naked. Callirhoe’s exposure is frequent throughout the novel and is often connected to her association with the goddess Aphrodite, but it may also be connected to a trope where attractive women are described in detail for the benefit of the audience.\textsuperscript{21} Once she is captured by the pirate Theron, she is paraded before Leonas, steward of the aforementioned Dionysius. Theron unveils Callirhoe and loosens her hair before a gathered household (Chaereas 1.14.1). Here again, Callirhoe is identified with Aphrodite, and quickly bought by Leonas.

Callirhoe’s exposure is often related to the magnification of her divine beauty. Her character is often at the mercy of others, and her personal space and inner life is open to a rotating cast of usually male figures. While her exposure appears to be less sexually explicit than Susanna’s, there is nevertheless a consistent element in her portrayal. Callirhoe is often able
to gain the upper hand, as Chariton provides Callirhoe with an insight into the motivations of those around her. Even so, she is still usually at the mercy of powerful men’s desires and actions. The conspirators attempted to expose Callirhoe, although the bedroom showdown was only ever a sham. That Callirhoe remains faithful to Chaereas subverts an attempted exposure of her body, yet she is met with punishment anyway. Her body is thus made to present a legal argument; Chaereas is entitled to full control over her, and his violence toward her body becomes a set piece for a courtroom scene. As we shall see, Callirhoe’s body becomes the vehicle for a discussion of justice.

2.2 Courtrooms and Law in Callirhoe

While there are many aspects throughout Callirhoe which engage in legal theory, I will discuss four core elements related to courtrooms and law.22 Chariton introduces the text itself by identifying himself as a “clerk of the lawyer Athenagoras” (Ἀθηναγόρου τοῦ ῥήτορος ὑπογραφεύς, Chaereas 1.1.1), and throughout demonstrates his familiarity and interest in legal proceedings, particularly around questions of intentionality.23 Schwartz suggests that Callirhoe probably responds to the Augustan lex Julia de adulteriis coercendis, a set of laws which attempted to impose legal penalties on those who transgressed what Augustus perceived as proper conduct in marriage.24 Furthermore, Chaereas’ actions when he expects to find Callirhoe in the midst of adultery draw from Lysias’ speeches on law. Not only are there plentiful allusions to these legal speeches, but in Callirhoe, Chariton offers his own rejoinder.25 Element one is thus the advancement of a legal perspective.

The first trial only results from Chaereas reaction to this false claim of adultery, rather than a trial over adultery itself. Yet, adultery and legal proceedings are a key feature of Greek romance. Schwartz notes that “the first trial of Chariton’s novel clearly establishes that adultery is a fundamental concern of the ideal romance.”26 The later trial held by Artaxerxes between Dionysius and Mithridates is also a result of suspicions around adultery (Chaereas 4.6.8). According to Schwartz, trials depicted in such novels are intended to “restore social order” and to show “how the villains will be punished, and the heroes vindicated.”27 Schwartz elsewhere states that “the inclusion of at least one trial in each of the extant Greek novels…, attests to the appeal of this type of scene, and indeed its centrality to the genre.”28 These legal cases are imaginative where a public mass is entertained, oratory often overrides close legal argument. This provides both entertainment for the reader and demonstrates the rhetorical skill of the author.29 The trial is obviously arranged against Chaereas; the group of
conspirators apparently have some influence over the initial trial proceedings (Chaereas 1.5.3). While the audience may expect to be presented with a clever defence, Chaereas opts for something more surprising and emotive, condemning himself to death for the murder of Callirhoe. This bold strategy and the clear expression of remorse leads to his acquittal. 

Element two concerns the dramatic role of legal settings and conflicts. Callirhoe consistently exhibits what Romain Brethes terms “tragic (or dramatic) irony,” wherein the audience is consistently more aware of the situation that the principal characters. This detail is related somewhat to the motif of the trial scene already discussed. Integral to dramatic trial scenes is the knowledge of the audience, who can judge the effectiveness of such scenes, and courtrooms more generally. The audience is able to determine and critique a courtroom scene; their awareness of the events that have transpired provides them with a means to evaluate legal proceedings and question legal principles. Much of the narrative drama is contained in the readers’ expectations. The reader has to make a decision about the justice of the case at hand. Of course, one already knows that Chaereas had been tricked into thinking Callirhoe was committing adultery, but we might judge whether the assembly has made a just decision. Is their verdict in accordance with proper legal practice? According to G. Goold, Chaereas’ attempt to kill his wife’s supposed lover would have been “perfectly legal.” Chaereas could have, in theory, attempted to justify his actions and seek the court’s mercy. His actions were in private, and there are no witnesses to verify or challenge his account of what happened. Yet it is Callirhoe who has paid the price. Element three therefore includes the audience as jury, providing them with the tools to think about justice, while element four is the question of how a woman’s body has been used to create this thought experiment.

Chariton’s interest in law is evident and is put to good use, for he frequently seeks to use his audience’s knowledge of such environments and precedents to undermine or play with expectations. His use of a courtroom setting is therefore playful but with an openness that can lead to questions around the process and outcomes of legal proceedings for his audience. To arrive at this point, Chariton has exposed Callirhoe’s body (something he will return to on occasion) and has had her harmed to provide both entertainment and a thought experiment. This utilisation demonstrates how a male author has discussed a law which gives men control over women’s bodies. Each interaction with a man demonstrates Callirhoe’s submission into this system. First her father marries her off without so much as telling her to whom she is to be married, then the conspirators decide that if they cannot win her then they should destroy
her marriage, and then Chaereas, who upon becoming convinced that Callirhoe has been unfaithful, kicks her violently enough to make her appear dead. Presiding over this is Chariton, who while presenting Callirhoe often much more favourably than Chaereas, still subordinates the character of Callirhoe to his own ends. If he is to entertain and provide legal thought experiments, then it is Callirhoe who must be exposed. These four elements are also present in Susanna, but I will first introduce the work and how Susanna’s body is treated throughout, before turning again to these four elements.

3. The Exposure of the Female Body, Courtrooms and Law in Susanna

There are two key versions of Susanna in Greek and attached to the Book of Daniel which follow the same broad storyline. While the provenance of Susanna is open to question, the forms of the text known from the Old Greek and Theodotion were not written in its setting, 6th century BCE Babylon. Susanna is typically dated to around the 1st century BCE, which would place the temporal setting of the narrative perhaps as much as 500 years in the past from its composition.37 The likelihood is that for at least some readers, 6th century Babylon functioned as a distant setting, removed from their own experience, yet about characters and situations that were familiar.38 Susanna herself is introduced to the reader as a prominent woman, the wife of a wealthy and powerful man. Even in a position of privilege, Susanna is still at the mercy of patriarchy. That is an “androcentric” household (and by extension communal) hierarchy which places a man at the top, whose needs and reputation are to be preserved by all of his household.39 Susanna is reported in the Theodotion text as being “very beautiful” (καλὴ σφόδρα, Susanna 2 cf. Susanna 31) and “refined” (τρυφερὰ σφόδρα, Susanna 31). Two elders, also judges in the local community, become infatuated with her, and concoct a way to corner her (while she is bathing in the Theodotion version) in her private garden and coercively rape her. In the Theodotion version, they threaten that they will falsely claim that they saw her committing adultery with a young man if she refuses them. Susanna denies them anyway. In the Old Greek, their threat is implicit, and they simply depart, while in the Theodotion, the scene ends in a commotion. The following day, a trial is held where Susanna is subjected to public humiliation and the elders claim that they caught her committing adultery. Susanna only speaks to herself at the outset in the Old Greek (Susanna 35a), and after her sentence in the Theodotion (Susanna 42–42); she does not speak in her own defence.
Indeed, even in her “retrial,” Daniel only further questions the elders. Daniel’s outburst launches immediately into his separation and questioning of the elders in the Old Greek, while the crowd and other elders have lines of their own in the Theodotion. Daniel’s cross-examination consists of a rebuke of each elder, followed by a single question, then a further rebuke. The elders’ failure to provide a consistent answer demonstrates to the assembled crowd that they have provided a false witness, and as a result, they are given the sentence (if not the exact method of execution) that would have applied to Susanna. The Old Greek notes that they were thrown into a ravine that was set on fire by an angel (Susanna 60–62), while the Theodotion simply states that they were put to death (Susanna 62). The Theodotion perhaps smooths over the difference between the elders’ method of execution in the Old Greek and Daniel’s words that they will be “split” (σχίσει, Susanna 55) and “saw[ed]” (καταπρίσῃ, Susanna 59).

Intrinsic to this story are the elements of exposure and law. Individual and communal responses to adultery, attempted rape, and false witness all revolve around these key features.

3.1 Exposure of the Female Body in Susanna

Susanna is repeatedly exposed in the book. In the first instance, the elders have been watching Susanna for a while prior to their attack (Susanna 12). Susanna, unaware of their presence, enjoys her garden. She is objectified by the elders and the narrative. Following this, Susanna bathes in private, but this private experience has been rendered public by the elders and the text. The motif of women bathing and/or anointing themselves with cosmetics is relatively commonplace in biblical and ancient Jewish literature. Women such as Bathsheba, Jezebel, Judith, Bilhah, Esther, and unnamed women in Proverbs and Song of Songs are portrayed as bathing, usually with the implication that they are eliciting male attention. Jennifer Glancy notes that in the story of Susanna, “readers are invited to share” the elders’ view of Susanna herself. In the Theodotion version, Susanna’s garden is then exposed. When the elders attack her, she cries out. In response, the elders rush to the garden’s outer doors and throw them open, while Susanna’s own slaves open a side door from the house to the garden. Susanna’s body and her household are exposed to the world. Again, during her trial, she is brought before the community. Susanna is then “uncovered” (Theodotion: ἀποκαλυφήναι; OG: ἀποκαλώψαι Susanna 32). While the Theodotion clarifies that Susanna was unveiled, the Old Greek has her simply stripped. The elders then lay their
hands upon her head (Susanna 34). While the Old Greek seems to suggest that they may have touched Susanna before when trying to “force her” (ἐξεβιάζοντο, Susanna 19), this may be the first instance where the elders have physically touched her, although Susanna’s words to them repeatedly references their hands (Susanna 22–23). Repeatedly, Susanna’s body has been exposed, and not solely for the benefit of the elders.

It has been often noted that the narrative of Susanna is voyeuristic; readers are invited by the text to participate in the elders’ spying on the naked Susanna.⁵⁰ During her trial, Susanna’s description and unveiling suggest to the crowd and the reader that Susanna is perhaps a seductress; conversely Daniel does not look at her.⁵¹ According to Laura Quick, Susanna’s bathing and particularly her use of oil (Theodotion) signals to readers that Susanna is sexually desirable.⁵² Suffice it to say that the narrative offers a view of Susanna as desirable, implicating its intended readers among the voyeuristic elders. Susanna’s private garden is turned into a viewing gallery, and her household is the scene for her own trial.⁵³ Glancy suggests that Joakim’s garden operates as an open and closed space; depending on this status, his honour can be threatened.⁵⁴ In the Theodotion text, doorways operate in the garden to limit access, but also to expose. Here it is important to center Susanna’s social prominence. For instance, Glancy argues that Susanna overlooks Susanna’s slaves, wherein these characters merely serve to reinforce Susanna’s status. They “are a human veil that buffers Susanna against the outside world.”⁵⁵ Part of Susanna’s exposure is limited by her social position, yet this would not prevent her death. Susanna has her slaves shut the doors to the garden (Susanna 17), while the slaves themselves exit via “side doors” (Susanna 18). Once the elders have accosted Susanna, both doors are opened, revealing Susanna to the world outside of her garden (Susanna 25–26). Private and public spaces are repeatedly mixed.⁵⁶ Amy-Jill Levine characterises this as part of a diasporic experience where the boundaries between such spaces are “unstable.”⁵⁷

Susanna’s exposure is a result of patriarchy. Elders are generally thought to be local leaders who exercised some kind of power over communal decision making.⁵⁸ The text of Susanna portrays these two elders as highly respected. Even were it not for the rule of two witnesses, these two men are not only elders, but are also judges who regularly hold court at Joakim’s house (Susanna 5–6). The Old Greek notes that even people from other localities came to them for their legal verdicts. Thus, these two figures are structurally and socially influential. The elders further appear to have created a situation which has undermined Susanna’s efforts to guard her husband’s honour and have placed her entirely within their power.⁵⁹ Susanna is
then, to reuse Levine’s title, “hemmed in on every side” (*Susanna* 22 [Theodotion]). Her husband’s honour is at stake and must be preserved through a public trial. Susanna’s supposed infidelity results in a public reckoning of this threat to patriarchal control.

3.2 Courtrooms and Law in Susanna

*Susanna* as a work engages in ancient Jewish legal theory, and arguably functions as a midrash on adultery legislation. Whether texts such as Deuteronomy and Numbers should be understood as “legal works,” antecedents for actual practice or something else entirely is up for discussion, but for the sake of this article I wish to highlight that *Susanna* is related to these texts that establish some kind of authoritative precedent for public behaviour. *Susanna* begins and ends with allusions to “the law.” The first verse of the Old Greek (Theodotion v. 5) establishes a key theme around questions of lawlessness and judges, likely derived from Isaiah or Jeremiah. Towards the end of the work, the text directly quotes Exodus 23:7 (Old Greek v. 53). Finally, *Susanna* notes that the elders were executed according to the “law of Moses” (Theodotion v. 62). This clearly demonstrates *Susanna*’s interest in judicial regulations and the exercise of proper law, critiquing legal authorities in Babylonia from Palestine. *Susanna* covers some of the same material as these texts and acts as a kind of commentary on how such cases may arise. *Susanna* further augments some of the positions stated in these texts, whether this becomes a full critique of such laws is a further point of discussion. For example, Richard Hidary argues that *Susanna* presents the failure or problems of an “inquisitional legal system” as such a system relies on a competent defence lawyer to provide justice; judges themselves are ill-equipped to properly examine the case fully. The differences between the Old Greek and Theodotion texts illustrate the compounding of legal elements. The Theodotion version itself establishes “knowledge of the law” as a theme for the ongoing narrative; Susanna herself is noted to have been taught “according to the law of Moses” (*Susanna* 3). J. McKay suggests that the invocation of the Decalogue as an oath could be “normal procedure in a Hebrew law-court.” Thus in this context, Daniel’s accusation of wrong-doing before his cross-examination forms part of a standard court admonition for an elder to remember the proper conduct in such settings. Certain actions are described in such a way which led the reader through a chain of legal reasoning. *Susanna* presents the reader with a kind of thought experiment with which to consider how legal principles might be approached.
Specific elements which parallel material in the Hebrew Bible include the regulations around punishment of adultery (Susanna 22, 45 cf. death penalty in Leviticus 20:10; Deuteronomy 22:22), but also in the Theodotion text, there appears to be a kind of layering of legal principles. Initially the elders threaten Susanna, that they will publicly accuse her of adultery with a young man (Susanna 21). At this point, Susanna refuses them, but also cries out (Susanna 24). This recalls the condition in Deuteronomy 22:24 that if a woman cries out upon being assaulted in a town, then she is spared from execution. The elders then counter Susanna’s subversion of their plot by shouting themselves and opening the door to the garden to provide further evidence in favour of their concocted story. This chain of reactions works through clauses from which a woman may be implicated or exonerated from charge of adultery. Even the fact that the two elders conspire to go to Susanna together also pre-empts their need to concoct a story about Susanna; their reputation as elders and judges, combined with their joint testimony fulfil a requirement for two-witnesses in cases that result in capital punishment (Numbers 35:30; Deuteronomy 17:6; 19:15).

Herein lies a further problem; in this case, the elders who are the “witnesses” to Susanna’s “adultery” are the same judges who are appointed and according to Deuteronomy 19:16–19, are the ones who must establish whether someone is bearing a false witness. In Susanna, the “assembly/synagogue” (συναγωγή, Susanna 41) appears to be responsible for determining the outcome of the trial (cf. Susanna 60). Beyond references in Deuteronomy to judges, officials (שופטים ושוטרים, Deuteronomy 16:18) and Levitical priests (כהנים ולשはこちら, Deuteronomy 17:9), it is difficult to ascertain exactly who would be responsible for ruling in such a trial. Documents known from Qumran reveal a specific kind of court arrangement, although to what degree this was actually practised and the extent to which such arrangements were widespread is unclear. Furthermore, Susanna perhaps draws from actual courtroom language and proceedings. The fact that the elders lay their hands upon Susanna’s head (Susanna 34) may draw from texts like Leviticus 24:14 prior to the execution of a blasphemer, while her unveiling in the Theodotion may relate to the unveiling of a suspected adulteress in Numbers 5:18. After they have presented their story, the elders attest that they have spoken the truth; “these things we testify” (τα λαμβάνουμεν, Susanna 41).

On the whole, Susanna does not disrupt these legal requirements; it is either the application of a legal principle known elsewhere (although not explicitly in the Hebrew Bible), or the intervention of the divine which ultimately secures her acquittal. Mitzi Smith writes that Susanna essentially conforms to “the Deuteronomic law [which] is systematically biased
against women conferring upon men the right to control female sexuality.” The extent to which Susanna engages in legal theory may be surmised as a comment on perhaps the risks of corrupt judges, yet it is the giver of the law who rescues Susanna. The law is just, but there is a danger insofar as it can be applied unjustly. The systematic bias against Susanna and her testimony is not undone, or even really challenged. Her husband and his reputation are kept intact through such a proceeding; the men who threatened his “hegemonic masculinity” are destroyed. Joakim is ultimately the beneficiary of this legal apparatus in this narrative, not Susanna.

Regarding the identified elements above, Susanna engages with and advances a legal perspective. It identifies various valid elements of law also known from other Jewish texts, and augments this by introducing the “two-witness” rule. The second element, concerning the drama of the scene is achieved in multiple ways, including Daniel’s last-minute intervention. Element three, which asks that the reading audience act as jury is also present, although perhaps such an audience is also asked to act as advocates on behalf of Susanna. Finally, element four, the whole case rests on the desirability of Susanna’s body, enhanced in the Theodotion version. Her body is stripped willingly and unwillingly, while the “real” matter behind the case is the question of Joakim’s honour. So that the author may advance their own legal perspective, and reinforce the centrality of the patriarchal household, Susanna’s body is utilised as a tool.

4. Women’s Death at the Expense of Men’s Expectations

In both texts, a false accusation of adultery is thus a primary narrative driver; the accusations push the stories forward. Initially, the woman is automatically suspected as having committed adultery. Adultery threatens a framework behind each text that elevates ultimately men’s control over women’s sexual activity. This framework is concerned with the protection of one man’s reputation, honour, even masculinity, against the actions of other men. Other than the protagonists, only the audience and conspirators are aware that these claims are false, and the initial action taken either by their husbands or communities is to seek some kind of legal recourse. In this recourse to the law, courtrooms or punishment, women’s bodies and personal lives are exposed to the community. This is a continuation of the protagonist’s exposure to other characters and the audience. Their beauty makes them objects to view, and this objectification is continued in their experience before men who seek to reassert patriarchal
social order. Neither woman escapes this. Susanna’s positioning as Torah-literate, the daughter of a priest, and the wife of a prominent man, all pre-empt her decision to leave her fate in the hands of her god, the final patriarchal arbiter. Callirhoe finds her own end in her romance with Chaereas, yet her happiness is such a marriage is due in some way to her good fortune. Her father, acquiescing to the pleas of the people of Syracuse, agrees for Callirhoe to marry Chaereas (Chaereas 1.1.11–12). Hermocrates only tells her that she is to be married, and only once she sees Chaereas, does Callirhoe known whom her father has selected as a bridegroom (Chaereas 1.1.15). It is also Hermocrates who chooses to exonerate Chaereas from murdering his daughter, expressing his, and a presumed dead Callirhoe’s, expectations of submission inside a male household. Both women are portrayed as willing to become subordinate in such ways.

As Glancy points out, Susanna (both narrative and character) present the idea that death is better than the dishonour brought about by rape. Furthermore, Glancy writes that “Susanna is effective as a story largely because it codes for gender accord with wider societal expectations about femininity in the ancient Mediterranean world and among readers today.” Susanna articulates that if she does allow the elders to have sex with her, then she will die (Susanna 22). This indicates that her assumption is firstly that death awaits her if she gives in to the elders, but, particularly in the Theodotion, she is likely to have to face a public accusation of adultery. Thus, Susanna does not challenge the framework by which death awaits adulterers. Beyond this, Susanna is rather passive, particularly in the Old Greek version where she does not even cry out to lament her fate. Even while it acknowledges the risk of false witness, the text does not overturn the framework where an adulteress may be judged; Susanna is not liberated from a regulation which would have her put to death at the word of two men.

Callirhoe self-conceptualises in relation to men; her construction as a woman is dependent on her relationship toward such figures. While Chaereas says that if Callirhoe is being unfaithful, then “I may have more reason for killing myself; for I shall spare Callirhoe, even if she is doing me wrong.” (Chaereas 1.4.7), his later actions speak against this. In anger he kicks at her when she rushes towards him, to welcome him back home (Chaereas 1.4.12). She collapses to the floor and appears to have died. Her death is anticipated; Chaereas, while mourning her death and blaming himself, still contrived a situation where an adultering Callirhoe may receive violence and even death.
Both Susanna and Callirhoe are women who are elite, prominent in their social settings, and famed for their beauty. They will both be falsely accused of adultery and suffer at the hands of men for this charge. Whether or not they ever committed such an offense is immaterial to one degree. They should not be executed. However, the expectation with each of these works is clearly that, if guilty, then both Callirhoe and Susanna deserve violent retribution on behalf of scorned husbands and the society at large. Indeed, it is male jealousy that spurs the false accusations against each woman. Male jealousy quickly becomes male rage, and the elders and conspirators solicit fellow men into their plots, making them willing participants in the punishment of which such groups have deemed Susanna and Callirhoe to be deserving. These texts are representative of what Cheryl Anderson identifies as the construction of gender in texts like Exodus and Deuteronomy, wherein “men can use force against women, and women (and men) are conditioned to condone that use of force.”\(^8^9\) This expression exists before the administration of justice; the texts create a social world where violence is done to women by men. The expression is continued in the ways in which such violence is readdressed. Women, like Susanna and Callirhoe, are subjected to further violence in the name of justice. As readers, we can choose to reject this framing, where such women are idealised and justified because they participate in patriarchal oppression and perpetuation of hegemonic masculinity.\(^9^0\) As put by Exum, “patriarchy relies upon women’s cooperation, and one of its rewards for cooperation is status.”\(^9^1\)

5. Conclusion

*Susanna* and *Callirhoe* participate within a literary culture where the themes of law, legal proceedings, and the exposure and control of female bodies were used for entertainment, edification and reflection. *Susanna* is comparatively short, while *Callirhoe* moves from episode to episode, setting to setting. The themes between these two works also differ. *Susanna* largely dwells on injustice, and aspects of legal theory, while these elements form a backdrop to *Callirhoe*’s theme of love. For *Callirhoe*, the first trial scene only prolongs the narrative; it does not restore social order but adds twists and turns to the development of the story. Susanna’s trial proceeds essentially until an unjust verdict is delivered. At Daniel’s injunction, Susanna is retried, but this is not so much a separate scene as a continuation of the prior events. Yet despite these differences, between *Susanna* and *Callirhoe*, we see how early Greek novels (using Greek in an expansive sense) utilised women’s bodies. A common
feature of many ancient novels is the presentation of women’s bodies as “a microcosm of the community,” these women’s husbands are inept, weak and stupid, and social and bodily borders are muddled. Both of these texts provide their own take on these tropes, featuring many of the same elements for their own purposes. Even as the texts subvert certain forms of male and female social activity, they both reinforce the combinations of exposure, law and death.

These observations should be taken forward to think about how other ancient Jewish authors writing novels or novellas utilised women’s bodies for (proto-)Midrashic purposes, and how non-Jewish authors drew from this mode of narrative to expand upon and develop the emerging notion of “novel.” These observations also have implications for our understanding of the authorship and readership of such texts, whether we reimagine who could have initially read and spread such works in the ancient world.
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